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The book has been written for 'Business Laws' Paper of the BCom (Hons), Semester-I, Examination of the University of Delhi in accordance with its syllabus under Choice Based Credit System. Its contents
have been largely extracted from the author's reputed title Business Law which has gained tremendous readership over the years. This book presents the subject matter tailor-made as per the revised course
structure of the Paper, to enable the students to possess a textbook that caters to their needs in full.The book has been organized into four parts, namely, Law of Contract, Law of Sale of Goods, Law of
Limited Liability Partnership, and Law of Information Technology.Key Features• Quotes Indian and English cases at appropriate places with a view to ensure necessary authenticity and clarity on the subject•
Includes objective type questions, test questions and practical problems with hints and solutions in each chapter to enable students to evaluate their understanding of the subject• Explains complicated
provisions in easily comprehensible language with the help of illustrations and analogies
The book has been written for 'Business Laws' Paper of the B. Com. (Hons.), Semester-I, Examination of the University of Delhi in accordance with its semester based syllabus. Its contents have been largely
extracted from the author's reputed title Business Law which has gained tremendous readership over the years. This book presents the subject matter tailor-made as per the revised course structure of the
Paper, to enable the students to possess a textbook that caters to their needs in full. The book has been organized into four parts, namely, Law of Contract, Law of Sale of Goods, Law of Limited Liability
Partnership, and Law of Information Technology. KEY FEATURES • Quotes Indian and English cases at appropriate places with a view to ensure necessary authenticity and clarity on the subject. • Includes
text questions and practical problems with hints and solutions in each chapter to enable students to evaluate their understanding of the subject • Explains complicated provisions in easily comprehensible
language with the help of illustrations and analogies
First published in 2003. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
This book has been written for ‘Business and Industrial Laws Paper’ of the BCom Semester-II Examination of University of Delhi. The contents of the book have been designed strictly in accordance with the
semester based syllabus, effective from the academic year 2011–12. The book attempts to present the complicated subject of ‘Business and Industrial Laws’ in an easily comprehensible manner. The
intricate points of law have been explained in as lucid, systematic and logical way as possible in a compact form. The entire text has been organized in four parts, namely, Law of Contract, Law of Sale of
Goods, Law of Limited Liability Partnership and Industrial Laws. This book presents the subject matter tailor-made, as per the revised course structure of the Paper, to enable the students to possess a textbook which caters to their needs in full.
Published by Meetcoogle. This book is useful for IGNOU MA PSYCHOLOGY second year counselling groups of students. It contains previous years solved papers that enable students learn about the
subject and prepare for their examinations. A perusal of past questions papers gives an idea of the type of questions asked, the paper pattern and so on, it is for this benefit, we provide these IGNOU
MPCE-021 COUNSELLING PSYCHOLOGY PREVIOUS YEARS’ PAPERS (SOLVED) …. Students are advised to refer these solutions in conjunction with their reference books. It will help you to improve
your exam preparations…In this book, Detailed Explanatory Answers have been provided for the questions for Better Understanding of the Candidates. Hope you Liked…& Best of Luck for your Examination.
Published by MeetCoogle
Who can buy? Students of BBA, B.Com, and law must buy this book as it is in their syllabus. General students interested in running a business should know the acts given in this book, so it is helpful for them
as well. Business Regulatory Framework is specially designed to serve as an undergraduate textbook for B.Com. (Honors & General) students of the different universities across India. This book is designed
especially to cater to the needs of commerce students, equipping them with a strong foundation for an understanding of the current business law situation. The book seeks to provide comprehensive coverage
of the various topics relating to business law. It offers content that is simple to understand but does not compromise on necessary technical detail.
The beloved classic poem by Max Ehrmann. "Be gentle with yourself... You are a child of the universe no less than the trees and the stars. You have a right to be here."
Corporate Law by Dr. O.P. Gupta is a publication of the SBPD Publishing House, Agra. Dr. O.P. Gupta holds a M.Com., LL.B., Ex-F.C.S. and PhD degree. He was a reader at the P.G.D.A.V. College
(University of Delhi), New Delhi. The authors have tried to present the subject of Corporate Law in a simple and clear language. The difficult provisions of Corporate Law have been illustrated with the help of
Indian and International cases decided by the law courts. For thematic unity, the subject has been discussed topic-wise but for ready reference, relevant sections have been quoted. Important questions
asked in various examinations have been given at the end of each chapter. To make the book more useful Objective Type Questions with their answers have also been given at the end of each chapter. The
book has been written primarily for the students preparing for B. Com. Examination and examinations conducted by other Professional Bodies as well.
This volume is a collection of selected papers using the framework of inframarginal analysis of the division of labour held at Monash University on 6-7 July 2001. This framework, pioneered mainly by
Professor Xiaokai Yang, (with joint researches involving all the three editors and many of the authors), has been recommended by Professor James Buchanan (Nobel Laureate in Economics) as the most
important analysis in economics in the world today.
* Arbitration and Conciliation Act, 1996 * Co-operative Societies Act, 1912 * Indian Contract Act, 1872 * Indian Partnership Act, 1932 * Indian Stamp Act, 1899 * Indian Trust Act, 1882 * Information
Technology Act, 2000 * Limitation Act, 1963 * Multi-State Co-operative Societies Act, 2002 * Negotiable instrument Act, 1881 * Registration Act, 1908 * Sale of Goods Act, 1930 * Societies Registration Act,
1860 * Specific Relief Act, 1963 * Transfer of Property Act, 1882
Business Legislation for Management is meant for students of business management, who need to be familiar with business laws and company law in their future role as managers. The book explains these
laws in a simple and succinct manner, making the students sufficiently aware of the scope of these laws so that they are able to operate their businesses within their legal confines. The book approaches the
subject in a logical way, so that even a student with no legal background is able to understand it. The book is the outcome of the authors' long experience of teaching business law and company law to
students pursuing undergraduate and postgraduate courses at the University of Delhi. This, in fact, has made it possible for them to write on law without the use of legal jargon; thus ensuring that even the
most complicated provisions of various legislations are explained in an easily comprehensible manner. This new edition of the book has been thoroughly updated, revised and expanded keeping in mind the
requirements of diverse syllabuses of various universities. New in this Edition • Laws of Intellectual Property Rights that include Patents Act, 1970, Copyright Act, 1957, Trade Marks Act, 1999, and Designs
Act, 2000 • Foreign Exchange Management Act, 1999 • Competition Act, 2002 Salient Features • Unfolds intricate points of law to solve intriguing questions • Elucidates practical implications of law through
a large number of illustrations
Companies Act, 2013 is the culmination of several years of effort to enact a new legislation governing companies to replace the Companies Act, 1956. It marks a major step forward and appreciates the
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current economic environment in which companies operate. Corporate Laws is based on the Companies Act, 2013. Students of other Indian universities will also benefit from this book. KEY FEATURES • A
comparison of the provisions of the new and old laws has been given in every chapter • All recent amendments and rules relating to corporate laws have been incorporated • Interesting examples/case
studies derived from landmark rulings have been given • Questions from recent examinations
For the students of B.Com.(Pass & Hons.), CA, CS, Other Equivalent Examinations.In this revised and updated edition, the text has undergone an exhaustive revision and a substancial value addition.The
object of this book Business Law is to set out the basic principles of Mercentile Law simply and clearly.The whole book is in the form of capsule model and unneccessary explantions have been removed.Vital
points have been given in boxes so that students can easily identify and memorise them.The book has been written in a simple language and lucid style.
The book has been primarily designed for the students of C.A. Foundation course for the subject Business Laws. Written in concise and self-explanatory style, this book provides conceptual knowledge and
understanding of various acts, such as, The Indian Contract Act, 1872; The Sale of Goods Act, 1930; The Indian Partnership Act, 1932. Further, chapters on The Limited Liability Partnership Act, 2008 and
The Companies Act, 2013, have also been incorporated in the book keeping in view the new syllabus.
This interactive CD-ROM Edition is based on the best selling print version of West's Business Law, 9th Edition. This CD-ROM can be used as a stand alone item or in conjunction with the text. This CD-ROM
appeals to those looking to experience business law in a whole new way and medium. Along with inclusion of the entire West's Business Law text, this CD-ROM includes video segments, full case
presentations, a built-in study guide, quizzes, self-tests and more.
This book is a comprehensive & authentic book on ‘Business Laws’, as per revised structure which was implemented from Academic Year 2019-20. The objective of this book is to impart basic knowledge of
the important business laws relevant to conducting general business activities in physical and virtual spaces along-with relevant Case Laws. The learning outcomes for this book are as follows: ·
Understanding the basic aspects of contracts for the making the agreements, contracts and subsequently enter valid business propositions · Handle the execution of special contracts used in different types of
business · Learn legitimate rights and obligations under the Sale of Goods Act · Acquire skills to initiate entrepreneurial ventures as LLP · Understand the fundamentals of Internet based activities under the
Information and Technology Act This book aims to fulfill the requirement of students pursuing the following courses: · [Paper BC 2.2 | B.Com. (Three-year/6-semester)] B.Com. (Prog.) registered with Choice
Based Credit System (CBCS) under Regular Colleges · Non-Collegiate Women’s Education Board · School of Open Learning | University of Delhi · Other Central Universities throughout India · BBA/MBA ·
Students of CA-Intermediate or Company Secretaries The Present Publication is the 6th Edition, authored by Sushma Arora, with the following noteworthy features: · [Most amended] The current edition
incorporates the following amendments: o Jammu & Kashmir Reorganisation Act, 2019 (w.e.f. 31st October, 2019) o Provisions regarding incorporation of LLP have been updated in the Chapter on Formation
and incorporation of LLP o The latest provisions regarding taxation treatment of LLP have been inserted for A.Y. 2020-21 & 2021-22 in the Chapter on Financial disclosures and taxation of LLP o Threshold
for filing application for CIRP increased to 1 Crore as per 24th March, 2020 Notification o COVID-19 protection for LLP debtors as per 5th June, 2020 Notification has been incorporated in the Chapter on
Winding up and Dissolution of LLP o The amendment to the Second Schedule of the Information Technology Act, 2000 (dated 5th March, 2019) has been inserted in the Chapter on Digital Signature o Under
the Information Technology Act, 2000, the content regarding Certifying Authorities has been updated in the Chapter on Regulation of Certifying Authorities · The subject-matter is presented in a simple,
systematic method along with comprehensive explanation of the concept and theories underlying business laws. · [Student-Oriented Book] This book has been developed, keeping in mind the following
factors: o Interaction of the author/teacher with his/her students in the class-room o Shaped by the author/teachers experience of teaching the subject-matter at different levels o Reaction and responses of
students have also been incorporated at different places in the book · [Incorporated examples/case studies] which are derived from Landmark Rulings · [Chapter-wise Case Laws] have been provided in the
beginning of the book. It also covers the Case Laws recommended by the Dept. of Commerce, Delhi University · [Test questions/practical problems along-with hints & true/false questions] are given at the end
of each chapter to provide students a thorough practice in solving examination questions · [Past examination question] for Business Laws have been provided at the end of the book for the reference of
students, to have a clear idea of questions normally asked o B.Com. (Hons.) SEM I, 2011 o B.Com. (Hons.) Part I/SEM I, 2012 o B.Com. (Hons.) Part I/SEM I, 2013 o B.Com. (Hons.) Part I/SEM I, 2014 o
B.Com. (Hons.) CBCS/SEM II, (May-June) 2016 o B.Com. (Hons.) CBCS/SEM II, (May-June) 2017 o B.Com. (Hons.) CBCS/SEM II, (May-June) 2018 o B.Com. (Hons.) CBCS/SEM II, (May-June) 2019 o
B.Com. (Hons.) CBCS/SEM II, (August) 2020 · The contents of the book are as follows: · Indian Contract Act, 1872 o Nature, Meaning, Essential and Kinds of Contract o Offer and Acceptance o
Consideration o Competency of the Parties to Contract o Free Consent o Legality of Object and Consideration o Void Agreements and Contingent Contracts o Discharge of Contract o Quasi Contracts o
Remedies for Breach of Contract o Indemnity and Guarantee o Contract of Bailment and Pledge o Contract of Agency · Sale of Goods Act, 1930 o Nature and Formation of Contract of Sale o Conditions and
Warranties o Transfer of Property o Performance of Contract of Sale o Unpaid Seller and his Rights · Limited Liability Partnership Act, 2008 o Introduction to LLP: Nature and Scope o Formation and
Incorporation of LLP o Partners and their Relations in LLP o Financial Disclosures and Taxation of LLP o Conversion to LLP o Winding up and Dissolution of LLP · Information Technology Act, 2000 o
Introduction to IT Act: Scope and Application o Digital Signature o Electronic Governance o Attribution, Acknowledgement and Despatch of Electronic Records o Regulation of Certifying Authorities o Cyber
Contraventions, Adjudication, Appellate Tribunal and Offences
Learn business communications your way with Lehman/DuFrene/Walker's BCOM, 10E from 4LTR Press. This inviting, easy-reference book guides you through mastering today's business communication
concepts and skills. Visually engaging, brief chapters offer numerous learning features and helpful study tools like Chapter Review Cards that consolidate review material into a ready-made study tool. You
choose the format that best suits your learning preferences. BCOM, 10E is perfect if you prefer to use the printed book as your primary learning tool and reference resource for refining your business
communication skills. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Mercantile Law explains the fundamental principles of the basic laws governing the modern business world. It presents a comprehensive, systematic and coherent study of the laws relating to Contracts, Sale
of Goods, Partnership, Negotiable Instruments, Information Technology, Consumer Protection, Insurance, Insolvency, and Arbitration and Conciliation. It discusses the statutory provisions and the intricacies
of law and explains the logic behind them. A large number of decided cases and illustrations given in the text explain the practical implications of the law. Practical problems with hints and solutions have been
given at the end of each chapter for the student’s self-assessment. The book remains the leading text for students preparing for BCom, MCom, CA, ICMA, MBA, Company Secretaries, IAS, banking and
judicial services examinations. It also serves as a handy and compact volume for those engaged in business, young managers and all others interested in the study of business law.
China and the ASEAN region have risen rapidly to a position of immense economic significance in the global economy. Academics, policy makers and businesses are all keen to understand more about
taxation in China and ASEAN, and this work seeks to address this key issue by providing a comprehensive overview of the many often mentioned but little understood challenges of doing business in the
region. Traversing a wide range of regional issues and jurisdictions, topics covered include the role of DTAs in regional integration, the impact of social institutions on tax, corruption and its causes, economic
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development and taxation and the use of education in developing systems. Case studies are taken from countries such as China, Vietnam, Hong Kong, Singapore, the Philippines, Malaysia and Indonesia.
Drawing on the results of these discussions, the book also sheds light on the question of whether different taxing institutions are needed in the region. Gathering together a cross-disciplinary group of eminent
scholars, this work will be of great interest to all students and scholars of Asian economics, Asian finance and taxation in general.
The book ‘Business Law’ deals with the fundamental branches of business law, namely, law of contract, law of sale of goods, law of partnership, law of negotiable instruments and law of limited liability
partnership. Its contents have been extracted from the authors’ reputed title ‘Mercantile Law’ that has gained tremendous readership over the years.
A less-expensive grayscale paperback version is available. Search for ISBN 9781680923018. Business Law I Essentials is a brief introductory textbook designed to meet the scope and sequence
requirements of courses on Business Law or the Legal Environment of Business. The concepts are presented in a streamlined manner, and cover the key concepts necessary to establish a strong foundation
in the subject. The textbook follows a traditional approach to the study of business law. Each chapter contains learning objectives, explanatory narrative and concepts, references for further reading, and endof-chapter questions. Business Law I Essentials may need to be supplemented with additional content, cases, or related materials, and is offered as a foundational resource that focuses on the baseline
concepts, issues, and approaches.
This book discusses the core areas of business law — law of contract, law of partnership, law related to sale of goods, and negotiable instruments. The new edition enhances the appeal of the book by
incorporating discussion on the Information Technology Act, 2000 and the Limited Liability Partnership Act, 2008. It also captures recent developments in all these laws, and includes more examples and
illustrations, along with recent questions from university and professional examinations. With a blend of conceptual learning and problem solving approach, it will meet the specific requirements of students of
various courses in commerce and management streams. Feature Highlights: Written in ‘teach yourself’ style using simple language Easy to remember text supported by tables, charts and figures Around 50
exhibits and 100 illustrations Over 200 T/F questions and 500 short answer type questions More than 200 small case based problems Over 50 discussion questions
This Book Deals With The Fundamental Branches Of Business Law, Namely, Law Of Contract, Law Of Sale Of Goods, Law Of Partnership, Law Of Negotiable Instruments And Law Of Information
Technology. Its Contents Have Been Extracted From The Author'S Reputed Title Mercantile Law That Has Gained Tremendous Readership Over The Years. Business Law Is Intended To Serve As A
Textbook For The Students Of B.Com (Hons & Pass), Ca Common Proficiency Test (Cpt), Ca Professional Competence Course (Pcc), Cs Foundation Programme, Icwa Intermediate, Mba And Also For
Those Appearing For Banking And Competitive Examinations.
As per IP University Syllabus for BBA and B.Com. (Hons.)
First Published in 1968. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Business Laws: Text and Problems offers a comprehensive coverage of the fundamentals of legal aspects of business. Written exclusively to serve as a companion for courses on business law, the book
spans 27 chapters, providing concise and lucid explanation of the Indian Contract Act, 1872; Negotiable Instruments Act, 1881; Sale of Goods Act, 1930; Limited Liability Partnership Act, 2008 and
Information Technology Act, 2000. To make the topics relatable and showcase the practical applications of these acts, each chapter is laced with examples from different sectors. Key Features: - Relates legal
acts and provisions of business to leading examples for practical explanation and easier understanding - Appendix comprising consolidated explanation of important keywords and concepts for easy access
and quick recollection - Objective-type questions, test questions and practical problems with hints for practice and self-evaluation - Previous years' examination question papers of business laws for students
to have a clear idea of the question pattern in examinations - Rich companion website including PPTs for classroom use, case studies, practice questions and teaching notes
The First Edition of this text was written at a time when the structures of international relations were undergoing a profound transformation, with the collapse of Soviet-style communism just behind us and the
creation of NAFTA and the WTO just ahead. The Second Edition came at a time when NAFTA and the WTO had taken shape but not yet acquired a history. At the time of the Third Edition, both of those
structures can be studied in detail and their ramifications for the world economy can be better appreciated. In the interim, the Internet has established itself as a presence in innumerable firms and
households, and the dot com bubble has come and gone. The services-oriented information economy seems no longer to be emerging, but rather a fundamental aspect of contemporary business. The Fourth
Edition of International Business and Economics reflects the growth and development of the global economy as well as the way law schools prepare lawyers to work in that world. The book was written in the
shadow of a financial crisis that seemed at times destined to bring international economic catastrope, but which so far has been grim but not disastrous. The book has been revised more comprehensively
than any of the earlier successor editions. For example, materials on international civil litigation have largely dropped out and correspondingly more materials on international investment arbitration and WTO
dispute resolution, as well as the interaction between those bodies of law and national law have been added. This eBook features links to Lexis Advance for further legal research options.
This book deals with the fundamental branches of business law, namely, law of contract, law of sale of goods, law of partnership, law of negotiable instruments and law of information technology. Its contents
have been extracted from the authors’ reputed title Mercantile Law that has gained tremendous readership over the years. Business Law is intended to serve as a textbook for the students of BCom, BCom
(Hons), CA Common Proficiency Test (CPT), CA Integrated Professional Competence Course (IPCC), CS Foundation Programme. ICMA Intermediate, BBA, MBA, and also for those appearing for banking
and competitive examinations.
Banking today is not what it was some years back. The basic purpose for which banks came into being was deposit mobilization and credit dispensation, which in a short form can be called 3-6-3 banking. It is
not the same any more as the major agenda of the banks today is to multiply profits through an array of services like insurance, mutual fund, wealth management etc. to customers. The growth of financial
markets, blurring of product boundaries, new network technologies have brought in enormous opportunities in the banking sector. The key to success is knowledge on the subject and updation of the events
in the sector. Living up to the aspirations and requirements of the industry, many Indian Universities have introduced Banking as a subject in the curriculum of management courses at the undergraduate and
Postgraduate levels. Business Schools and institutes of academic excellence have evolved exclusive courses on Banking to tap the potential in the field. This book meets the requirements of the subject in all
its angles and intends to serve the requirements of management students who would like to make a career in banking and for those in pursuit of promotional avenues within the bank.
Section A : Business Law | > The Indian Contract Act, 1872 | The Sale Of Goods Act, 1930 | The Indian Partnership Act, 1932 | The Section B: Industrial Laws | Appendices
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